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Invest in yourself now
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...join us at 

OXFORD 
BROOKES

improve your 
career prospects

increase your salary

network deep within 
the industry

develop specialist skills
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and reap the 
rewards for the rest 
of your working life

INVEST IN 
YOURSELF
NOW 
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All diagrams in this brochure are for illustration purposes only and are correct at the time of writing. The University reserves the right to amend or withdraw courses, including modules on offer, 

without prior notification. Please visit our website www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk for up-to-date course information. Applications are subject to assessment by the admissions panel. 

Please refer to the notice in the University Postgraduate Prospectus which constitutes a term of any contract between you and the University.

To obtain a large-print copy of (or sections of) this publication, or to enquire about other formats, please contact +44 (0) 1865 484848 or email query@brookes.ac.uk. 

Oxford Brookes promotes equality of opportunity for all who study, work and visit here. For more details please visit www.brookes.ac.uk/services/hr/eod or phone +44 (0) 1865 485929.
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95%
student satisfaction
National Student Survey 2010

EXCELLENT PROGRAMMES AND TEACHING

� Variety of research specialisms and extensive industry expertise 

� Wide coverage of publishing, from mass market books to magazines 

� Visiting speakers from industry

� Staff widely published.

EXCELLENCE IN CONSULTANCY AND RESEARCH

� Opportunity to undertake either a dissertation or major project 

� Access to unique research resources 

� Publishing seminars are held on a regular basis 

� Industry research and consultancy are carried out by the centre.

EXCELLENT LINKS WITH INDUSTRY

� Visits to international book fairs 

� An industry advisory board with representatives from major publishers 

� Links with publishing organisations, plus industry events held at Oxford Brookes 

� Industry scholarships and prizes for best student work

� An extensive network of alumni throughout the world.

EXCELLENT LOCATION

� A beautiful, historic city that is also vibrant and student-friendly

� Global centre for publishing

� Famous for its writers, including J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, Philip Pullman, 

Colin Dexter and Mark Haddon 

� The Oxford Literary Festival takes place in the city each spring

� Excellent transport links with London easily accessible by both coach and train. 

WHY CHOOSE THE OXFORD 
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR 
PUBLISHING STUDIES?

6
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Buckley Building, Headington Campus

The Oxford International Centre for Publishing Studies
� Housed in the modern Buckley Building, opened in 2006 by journalist Jon Snow

� Purpose-built IT suite operating over 40 stations and the latest professional software

� The library, containing a continually updated collection of books, journals and databases

� Access to specialist collections such as the Booker Prize Archive and the Andre Deutsch Collection.
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YOUR STUDENT EXPERIENCE
TEACHING AND RESOURCES

You will find your learning practical, relevant and underpinned

by experienced staff. We also draw on the expertise of senior

members from the world of publishing, who advise on course

development, give talks and offer support to students.

You will find your studies fully supported by first-class resources 

including the Booker Prize Archive, Andre Deutsch Collection 

and the African Publishing Collection, plus access to the 

University of Oxford’s Bodleian Library.

ABOUT OUR PROGRAMMES

The Oxford International Centre for Publishing Studies at Oxford

Brookes offers the largest range of postgraduate publishing

programmes in Europe. We offer full-time, part-time and 

distance learning courses.

By studying a Publishing MA you will gain a comprehensive 

understanding of publishing processes and their management,

with scope to develop the specialist skills you will need for 

career progression. If you prefer to focus on more specific

areas of publishing you can take one of our more specialist 

programmes such as the MA in International Publishing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

You will have the opportunity to undertake work experience

during your programme. Our connections within the industry

offer you unrivalled access to valuable placements in 

organisations such as HarperCollins, Oxford University Press,

Elsevier, and Taylor & Francis, as well as smaller, more niche

publishers. You can also take advantage of our work placement

opportunities abroad.  
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Research areas include:
History and cultures of publishing, including

� Book history (1800 - present)

� Publishing and propaganda in war

� Post-colonial publishing

� Author-publisher relationships

� Reading and reception (books and magazines)

� Contemporary fiction and literary prizes

� The impact of editorial and technological issues

International strategy, policy and development
� Contemporary publishing in local, regional and 

national contexts

� Issues of development

� Publishing in geographical areas outside the UK

If you have a topic relating to publishing that you would like to 

study at doctoral level, please contact us with a preliminary 

synopsis. For further information and contact details visit:

www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/research

RESEARCH DEGREES
� MA by research � MPhil � PhD � PhD by published work
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OXFORD
a great place to 
live and study.

One of the most 
famous centres of 
education in the world,
Oxford offers everything
a student could want.

11
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A CENTRE FOR PUBLISHING 
AND LEARNING

Oxford is a renowned centre of higher

education and many literary greats, such

as C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien and Lewis

Carroll, have called it home. Built on 

this rich history, it also has a worldwide

reputation as a centre for the publishing

industry. 

A high proportion of the UK’s publishers 

are based in Oxford, such as Elsevier,

Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford University Press

and Pearson. It is often said that Oxford

has more published writers per square

mile than anywhere else in the world.

Basing your studies in one of the UK’s 

most important regions for publishing

and education, provides you with a 

host of learning opportunities. 

CAMPUS LOCATION

Oxford Brookes University is spread 

over three campuses at Harcourt Hill,

Headington and Wheatley. The Oxford

International Centre for Publishing 

Studies is based at Headington, just

over a mile from the city centre. It has a

range of sports facilities as well as the

main library, a large food court, banking

and shopping, medical and dental 

services.

OUT AND ABOUT IN OXFORD

12

Oxford’s central location
means that there are
great rail links to the rest
of the country. There are
direct coach services to
major airports and it is
just an hour by train to
London.

A PLACE TO HAVE FUN 
AND EXPLORE

There’s plenty to do in and around 

Oxford with its vibrant and varied social

scene for students. The city is graced

with fascinating museums and galleries

and the beautiful architecture, steeped 

in historical significance, is just waiting 

to be explored. 

The city enjoys a multicultural 

population so whichever your preferred

cuisine, you will find a restaurant or café

catering to your tastes, along with 

traditional English pubs and many lively

bars. And with London so close, you 

will never be short of new things to 

experience. 
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CAMPUS LIFE

PLAY FOOTBALL, KEEP FIT, 
CLIMB OR DEBATE POLITICS!

Although your first priority will be your

studies, there will be time to follow other

pursuits.

Welfare, social, educational and cultural 

services are located in the Students’

Union (The SU). The social hub of the 

SU at Oxford Brookes is the Helena

Kennedy Student Centre which hosts

performances, film screenings, 

workshops, seminars and other events.

The university also hosts numerous

clubs and societies which provide

another great way of meeting people

with shared interests. Whether you like

sports, music, drama, photography, or

your interests are cultural, political, 

environmental or religious, you will find a

club or society with like-minded people.

Whether you study full-time or part-time 

you have access to all the university’s

sports facilities including a fitness suite,

badminton, tennis, squash and 

basketball courts, sports teams and a

state of the art climbing wall.

ACCOMMODATION FOR 
FULL-TIME STUDENTS

The majority of accommodation is 

situated in Headington which is the most

popular option for students, with the

ease of an inter-campus bus linking the

university locations. There is also 

accommodation dedicated exclusively 

to postgraduate students. 

Overall, Oxford Brookes student villages

provide approximately 3,700 single

study-bedrooms, of which 850 are

catered. Most study-bedrooms are

networked so you can gain access to

the internet, university intranet, email and

directories where course materials are

stored.

Self-catering accommodation suitable 

for independent wheelchair users is 

available. You are advised to book

early to secure a place.

For further information, please visit: 

www.brookes.ac.uk/accommodation
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PUBLISHING PEOPLE
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ANTONIA ERAUD
MA Publishing 

Although I knew I was interested in 

publishing and I liked my job at 

Hachette in France, I wanted to work

abroad and have a fuller view of 

the industry. 

I have never regretted choosing 

Oxford Brookes. I have been able to 

discover so much about editorial, 

production, design, digital and of 

course about the UK industry. Even 

the subjects I already knew about 

were very interesting because I could

compare the industry in France with 

the UK and develop my knowledge.

I really enjoyed my internship at 

Oxford University Press in Marketing 

for Bilingual Dictionaries. My language

skills were really useful for a lot of 

tasks. I was even able to help the 

editors with some issues about 

translation. In the second semester,

I chose the Digital Publishing Media 

module in order to differentiate my 

profile from the many people who 

want to work in publishing. 

SUM CHEUNG
MA International Publishing

The Brookes life was exciting and fun! 

We had teachers with international  

business insight and students from 

28 countries. 

I was nominated to be one of the 

student speakers at the annual 

International Evening of the Oxford 

Publishing Society. I also had 

invaluable work placements, not 

only with publishers in Oxford, but 

also with the Office of the Publisher 

at the World Bank in Washington DC. 

These all made my time at Brookes 

more precious than ever.

As an international student, I was 

made to feel very welcome. During 

the Christmas break, I was able to 

stay with a couple in London 

arranged by HOST UK. During term 

time, I was blessed to be part of the

committee that organised activities 

for international students at the 

International Café, Oxford. These 

were valuable additions to my year

in England.

ANGUS PHILLIPS
Director, Oxford International Centre 
for Publishing Studies

As Director I manage the work of the 

centre, teach on the MA programmes,

write about the industry and carry out

consultancy work with international 

publishers. I also give talks about the 

future of publishing at international 

conferences and events.

I have worked for many years in the

industry as a non-fiction editor.

I have had three books published 

including Inside Book Publishing (with

Giles Clark) and I am the editor of the 

journal, Logos. I am currently working 

on a new book about convergence 

in the media industries. This is an 

exciting time to teach publishing given

the growth in digital possibilities, from

ebooks to apps.  

I am proud that we offer an unrivalled 

set of opportunities to our students –

from visiting the Frankfurt Book Fair 

to the range of work experience 

opportunities in Oxford, London or 

internationally.
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HEATHER BENN
MA Publishing

I decided on the Brookes MA as it 

offers a comprehensive overview of

the industry and has a focus on 

relevant, specialised skills and 

knowledge – like InDesign and XML.

It also offers opportunities for work

experience at a number of renowned

publishers.

I am now working as a Marketing

Campaign Manager at Oxford 

University Press, a position that I 

find really challenging and dynamic. 

I’m responsible for devising 

marketing strategy for a number 

of our bestselling educational 

resources, and enjoy the creativity 

I can bring into my role. I believe 

that the Brookes course helped to

accelerate my publishing career, 

and provided me with the skills and 

experience to break into publishing 

in a role that was right for me.

Graduates from The Oxford International

Centre for Publishing Studies enjoy a

reputation for being extremely 

employable. They have the skills and 

experience that employers want. Strong

links with the publishing industry provide

opportunities to undertake consultancy

projects and gain commercial 

experience. 

Our graduates go on to a wide range of 

jobs in different market sectors, including

books, journals, online and magazines.

Publishing companies have been the first

destination for our students but some

have gone on to work in other areas of

the book trade, such as literary agency

and bookselling, or for literature-related

projects such as The Story Museum.

Job titles that our students have stepped 

into after graduating include Assistant

Editor, Development Editor, Editorial 

Co-ordinator, Marketing Co-ordinator,

Marketing Publishing Manager, 

Production Editor, Production Manager

and Rights Manager.  Evidence from 

our alumni suggests that completing 

the course can allow students to enter 

companies at a higher level.

A dedicated Careers Centre helps

graduates make the most of their skills

and reach their career potential.

CAREERS CENTRE

The Careers Centre offers:

� Individual sessions with careers 

counsellors
� Employability workshops, job fairs 

and employer presentations
� Development of CV, presentation 

and interview skills
� Aptitude and personality 

assessments
� Access to careers directories, 

programmes and databases
� Regularly updated job vacancy 

services.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

The UK Border Agency now operates 

a points-based system when assessing

applications to work in the UK from 

people from outside the European 

Economic Area (EEA). A specific 

category exists for post-study workers.

For further information, please visit: 

www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/

workingintheuk/tier1/poststudy/

TOP CAREERS START HERE

‘A consistently 
excellent record 
for graduate 
employment.’ 
The Times Good University Guide 
2010
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HEALTH CARE

The university offers an on-site medical

centre and dental service. As an

international student you will be entitled

to receive general medical care under

the National Health Service (NHS), 

provided you register with a UK doctor.

Care includes free visits to the doctor 

but there will be charges for medical 

prescriptions, dental treatment, eye tests

and glasses. We advise you to obtain

medical insurance for expenses not 

covered by the NHS.

SUPPORT

We recognise that international students

may have particular concerns about

studying and living overseas. A network

of support services, in addition to the 

academic support provided by your 

personal tutor, has been developed to

help you.

ACCOMMODATION

International students are guaranteed

university accommodation providing 

they apply before the deadlines set by

the Admissions Office. Accommodation

for married couples is limited, therefore,

students applying for this should contact

the Accommodation Office as early as

possible. 

The majority of accommodation 

(self-catered or catered) can be found

on, and adjacent to, the Headington

Campus. The Brookes Bus links all the

university campuses. 

For further information, please visit: 

www.brookes.ac.uk/accommodation

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

www.brookes.ac.uk/international/country/visits

16

Oxford Brookes has a 
community of more 
than 19,000 students, 
including more than 
5,000 postgraduates.

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
ADVISORY SERVICE

The International Student Advisory 

Service (ISAS) sends all international 

students a ‘pre-arrival guide’. It contains

information on studying in the UK, 

accommodation and a booking form.

You can even meet us before you leave 

your home country. Staff from the 

International Office make regular visits

overseas and we encourage you to

make contact with us when we visit your

country. You can find out if we are due 

to come to your country by visiting:
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VISA REQUIREMENTS

International students (non-UK/EU)

should note that to obtain a visa to study

in the UK, you must be enrolled on a 

full-time, degree-level programme 

involving a minimum of 15 hours of 

organised study per week. Only our 

full-time postgraduate programmes 

meet these visa requirements.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
REQUIREMENTS

If your first language is not English, you

must show the university that your level 

of English is high enough to study at 

postgraduate level. In addition to the 

academic entry qualifications, you must

have one of the following or equivalent

qualifications (unless otherwise stated 

on the specific programme pages):

British Council IELTS: normally 

7.0 overall and a minimum of 6.0 

in reading and writing, speaking 

and listening.

TOEFL: 100 (internet-based).

If you require a student visa you will 

need to meet the UK Border Agency’s

English language requirements. 

Please visit: www.brookes.ac.uk/

international/apply/english for more 

information.

For applicants to the European Master, a

B2 Level in the language of your chosen

partner institution is required, in addition

to the above qualifications.

School staff can advise you on other 

acceptable alternatives. If you need 

support to achieve these requirements,

English language courses are available 

at the university. Please see page 18.

ATTENDANCE

Full-time postgraduate programmes 

are normally taught during the two 

semesters of one academic year,

followed by the completion of a 

dissertation during the summer. 

You should therefore plan to spend 

approximately one complete calendar

year in Oxford.

Approximately 20% of
our students are 
international students
who come from more
than 150 countries 
worldwide.

The school values the
academic and cultural
contribution international
students bring to its
postgraduate 
programmes.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
AND PRE-MASTER’S COURSES  

English language
courses are designed
and taught by highly 
qualified, dedicated
staff, who specialise in
English for academic
purposes. 

UNIVERSITY ENGLISH

If you need to improve your English 

language skills to meet to meet our entry

requirements (see page 7), or want to 

increase your confidence in using 

English in an academic environment, 

our University English course is available

throughout the year. During the course

you will also familiarise yourself with 

university life, our study facilities and

teaching methods before starting your

master’s. If you have an unconditional

offer for your master’s, or English 

language is the only condition of your

offer, you may be able to apply for one

student visa to cover the University 

English course and your master’s.

Oxford Brookes International offers a

range of courses to help you meet 

our entry requirements and prepare 

you for postgraduate study. You will

develop your skills in a supportive

multicultural environment and benefit

from the expertise and experience of

our teaching staff.

For more information about all these 

courses, please email: 

pathways@brookes.ac.uk

or visit:

www.brookes.ac.uk/international/pathway

PRE-MASTER’S

On a Pre-master’s course you can

choose from a range of subject modules

to increase your knowledge of publishing

before starting your master’s. You will

also develop your study skills and, 

if necessary, improve your English 

language skills. 

There are a range of options available:

PRE-MASTER’S DIPLOMA 
OR CERTIFICATE 

English Language and Study Skills if you

need to improve your English language

skills to meet our postgraduate entry 

requirements. 

PRE-MASTER’S CERTIFICATE 

Study Skills if you are native speaker of

English.

TWO-YEAR 
MASTER’S PROGRAMME 

The programme combines the Pre-

master’s Diploma with your master’s.

You will only need to make one 

application and can apply for one 

student visa to cover the whole 

programme. 
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With full-time and 
part-time study 
options, we support 
your career aspirations
and help you to achieve
a valuable postgraduate
qualification.

PUBLISHING STUDIES PROGRAMMES

MA Publishing Page 20

MA International Publishing Page 21

MA Publishing and Language Page 21

MA Digital Publishing Page 21

MA Book History and Publishing Culture Page 22

MA European Master in Publishing Page 24 

Our full-time master’s programmes can be studied part-time if you live in the UK or EU.

HOW TO APPLY

All applications must be made through UKPASS. You can apply through UKPASS 

by visiting: www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/postgraduate_info/#howtoapply

or by visiting UKPASS directly at www.ukpass.ac.uk.

THE OXFORD INTERNATIONAL 
CENTRE FOR PUBLISHING STUDIES
PROGRAMMES

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE TO STUDY A PUBLISHING MASTER’S AT OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY

� Oxford is a global centre for publishing

� A variety of research interests and extensive industry expertise

� Wide coverage of publishing, from mass market books to magazines

� Unrivalled industry links and networking

� Access to work experience and international internships

� Visiting speakers from industry contribute to the programmes.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

� for UK students a 2:1 or 1st class honours degree in any subject, or extensive industry experience

� for EU/International students, a qualification equivalent to a 2:1 or 1st class honours degree, or extensive industry experience 

� for applicants whose first language is not English, an English language level of IELTS 7.0 or TOEFL 100 (internet based) 

� for applicants to the European Master in Publishing, a qualification at B2 level in the language of your chosen partner institution 

� for all students, a clear commitment to working in the publishing industries. 

We strongly encourage applicants who have little or no experience of publishing, as well as those who are already working within 

publishing. For further programme information visit: www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/postgraduate
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September

Semester 1

Semester 2

Summer

September

You must select two modules from the following: 

Marketing 
Management for 

Publishing

Editorial 
Management

Design and 
Production for 

Publishing

New Product 
Development

Independent
Study ePublishing

Digital Media 
Publishing

Children’s 
Publishing

Publishing and 
Language 

Issues

History and 
Culture of 
Publishing

Rights 
Management

Magazine 
Publishing

International 
Publishing 

Management

Journals 
Publishing

 Publishing Major Project or Dissertation
The dissertation or project deadline is the end of September, one year after the start of the programme

MA PUBLISHING

THE PROGRAMME

The renowned MA Publishing from Oxford Brookes has an international reputation for 

its excellence. Design your own programme from the wide range of options available,

from children’s publishing to magazines and digital media.

The MA Publishing provides you with the skills, knowledge and networks to kick-start 

your career in publishing, or to improve your current position. The course gives a solid

knowledge of publishing processes and their management, and provides scope to 

develop specialist skills required for career development. It contains core modules in 

editorial, marketing, and production and design. You can choose from 10 specialist

modules – for example Children’s Publishing, Magazine Publishing, Rights Management,

International Publishing, Digital Media Publishing, and the History and Culture of 

Publishing. You can specialise in a particular area of Publishing and be awarded an 

MA International Publishing, MA Publishing and Language, or MA Digital Publishing.

Please see page 21 for details of these programmes.

For further information visit:

www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/postgraduate  

COURSE LENGTH

12 months full-time 

or 24 months part-time.

HOW TO APPLY

Apply through UKPASS 

please see page 19.

FURTHER INFORMATION

pgenquiries-bus@brookes.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1865 485858

YOUR PROGRAMME IN FOCUS
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SPECIALIST MA PUBLISHING PROGRAMMES

MA INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING

For this programme you study International Publishing Management as a compulsory module and focus on international issues

during your major project or dissertation. You are required to select one other module from nine options including Children’s

Publishing, Magazine Publishing, and Rights Management.

The MA in International Publishing is geared towards students who may already be working in publishing, but want to increase 

their knowledge of international publishing management and issues related to publishing in a global environment. 

MA PUBLISHING AND LANGUAGE

For this programme you study Publishing and Language Issues as a compulsory module and focus on language issues 

during your major project or dissertation. You are required to select one other module from nine options including Children’s

Publishing, Magazine Publishing, and Rights Management. 

The programme is targeted at those who wish to work in the field of international co-editions, translations, or international 

educational publishing.

MA DIGITAL PUBLISHING

For this programme all three Semester 2 modules are compulsory, namely: New Product Development, ePublishing, and 

Digital Media Publishing.

The MA in Digital Publishing provides a focused opportunity to examine forms of web publishing with particular reference to

standards of mark-up and accessibility. It provides an opportunity for the practical investigation of the strategies to publish 

digital media such as ebooks using industry adopted technologies. Great emphasis is placed on audience, the realities of the

market and the practicalities of production. Our main focus is on the web as a publishing medium and web design.

These programmes allow you to specialise in a particular area of publishing that interests you. All four Publishing MAs share a 

common first semester, including the modules for Marketing Management for Publishing, Editorial Management and Design and 

Production for Publishing modules. In semester two, the programmes are designed as follows:  

21
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September

Semester 1

Semester 2

Summer

September

Publishing and 
Language Issues

Book History:
Theories and 
Approaches

The History and 
Culture 

of Publishing

 Book History and Publishing Culture Major Project or Dissertation
The dissertation or project deadline is the end of September, one year after the start of the programme

Romanticisms

DOUBLE 
MODULE

Modern and 
Contemporary 

Fiction

DOUBLE MODULE

Twentieth 
Century 

Texts

DOUBLE MODULE

Modern and 
Contemporary 

Poetry and 
Poetics

DOUBLE MODULE

Engineering 
Society: 

Eugenics and 
Biopolitics 
in Europe

DOUBLE MODULE

Body Politics: 
Health and 

Modernity in Britain, 
1830 - 1914

DOUBLE MODULE

Victorian Texts:
Visions and 
Revisions

DOUBLE MODULE

Britain and 
Europe,

1950 - 1990

DOUBLE MODULE

Race, Empire 
and 

Colonization

DOUBLE MODULE

ePublishing

Children’s 
Publishing

Independent Study 
Available in 

Semester 1 or 2

You must select one double module from the following: 

You must select one double module or two single modules from the following:

THE PROGRAMME

The MA in Book History and Publishing Culture is designed specifically for anyone 

interested in the history of the book and the publishing industry.

STUDY THE HISTORY OF THE BOOK

From the introduction of the paperback to the advent of the ebook, the programme

themes include authorship, textual production, and dissemination in the period from

1870 to the present day. Taught by specialists in the field, it draws on theories of print

culture and book history to identify the ideological challenges to the culture of 

publishing and the ways in which contemporary practice has been shaped by social,

economic and technological developments.

Students have the opportunity to take elective MA modules in English and History,

enabling study of the links between publishing and these disciplines. 

For further information visit: 

www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/postgraduate  

MA BOOK HISTORY AND PUBLISHING CULTURE

COURSE LENGTH

12 months full-time 

or 24 months part-time.

HOW TO APPLY

Apply through UKPASS 

please see page 19.

FURTHER INFORMATION

pgenquiries-bus@brookes.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1865 485858

It should be noted that some of the 

optional modules may not run every

year, depending on demand.

YOUR PROGRAMME IN FOCUS

22
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THE PROGRAMME

The European Master in Publishing is an international programme for the future 

publishers of Europe. A two-year programme has been developed through a 

collaboration between Oxford Brookes and partners in France, Germany and Slovenia.

The postgraduate publishing courses at Oxford Brookes are among the most highly 

regarded in the world and our graduates are now working in publishing jobs in over 

50 countries. 

There are field trips, including the Frankfurt, Bologna and London Book Fairs, 

specialist careers advice, and an annual Working in Publishing day. The Oxford 

International Centre for Publishing Studies also runs a regular Publishing Seminar 

Series. The structure of the programme allows for study on the following basis:

Semester 1: Core modules studied at Oxford Brookes 

Semester 2: Specialist modules studied at Oxford Brookes or partner 

Semester 3: International work placement 

Semester 4: Dissertation or major project 

As a graduate from the European Master in Publishing, you will benefit from:

� Knowledge and experience of publishing in a European context 
� Period of study at a partner institution in another country 
� Extended work placement in another European country 
� Enhanced employment prospects 
� A network of contacts in European publishing 
� Ability to operate in different linguistic and cultural contexts. 

For further programme information visit:

www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/postgraduate  

MA EUROPEAN MASTER IN PUBLISHING

September

Semester 1

Semester 2

Summer

Semester 3

Semester 4

You must select at least two modules from the following: 

Marketing 
Management for 

Publishing

Editorial 
Management

Design and 
Production for 

Publishing

New Product 
Development

Independent
Study

Digital Media 
Publishing

European 
Master 

Exchange 

Children’s 
Publishing

Publishing and 
Language Issues

History and 
Culture of 
Publishing

Rights 
Management

Magazine 
Publishing

International 
Publishing 

Management

Journals 
Publishing

European Master Major Project or Dissertation
The dissertation or project deadline is the end of September, two years after the start of the programme

International Work Placement

YOUR PROGRAMME IN FOCUS

COURSE LENGTH

2 years full-time. 

HOW TO APPLY

Apply through UKPASS 

please see page 19.

FURTHER INFORMATION

pgenquiries-bus@brookes.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1865 485858
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INTERNATIONAL LINKS

Through its consultancy and training 

activities, the centre has many 

international links throughout East and

Central Europe, South East Asia and

Africa. Staff have worked in collaboration

with the Association of Bookseller and

Publisher Training Organisations in 

Europe (ABPTOE) and belong to the 

International Association of Publishing

Educators. 

In recent years our staff have provided 

publishing consultancy for a range of 

organisations including the Arts Council,

British Council, Open University, Oxfam,

Pearson Education, Porsche, Sichuan

Publishing Group, UK Trade and 

Investment, and USAID. With funding

from the UK government, the centre has

also led trade missions to China and

India.

PUBLISHING NETWORKING

The centre is a natural focus for 

publishing in Oxford. It hosts meetings 

for the Oxford branch of the Society of

Young Publishers and the Oxford 

Publishing Society. These are excellent

places for students to meet people

working in the industry.

FIELD TRIPS

The centre arranges free entry for 

students to the London International

Book Fair. Since 2007, the centre has

had a stand at the fair and has hosted 

various seminars. There are annual trips

to the Frankfurt Book Fair and the

Bologna International Children’s Book

Fair. In previous years students have 

visited the Warsaw and Leipzig Book

Fairs. There are also industry visits to

publishers and industry suppliers.

26

LINKS WITH THE 
PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

Much of the success of the Oxford 

International Centre for Publishing

Studies derives from its extensive links

with the publishing industry in the UK

and internationally. All members of 

staff have worked in, and continue 

their connections with, the publishing 

industry. Many visiting speakers 

contribute to our degree programmes

and also to the Publishing Research

Seminar series.

Recent speakers have come from 

organisations such as:

PENGUIN

HARPERCOLLINS

PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS

MARKETFORCE

DAZED AND CONFUSED

LIGHTNING SOURCE

PROFILE BOOKS

DORLING KINDERSLEY

PEARSON

EVERYMAN LIBRARY

LITTLE BROWN

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GUILD
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PUBLISHING SCHOLARSHIPS

Each year many of our students are 

successful in securing scholarships to

help fund their studies. In the past our

students have been awarded 

scholarships with companies such as

Cambridge University Press, Hachette

Livre, Macmillan Publishing, Random

House, Santander and AHRC. 

For further information on scholarships,

visit: www.publishing.brookes.ac.uk/

postgraduate_scholarships

SANTANDER SCHOLARSHIPS

We offer a number of full-time master’s

scholarships in conjunction with 

Santander for students from Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, 

Portugal, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay 

and Venezuela who are studying at, or

have graduated from, a university in 

the ‘Santander Universities’ scheme.

JOHN HENRY BROOKES 
SCHOLARSHIPS

The Oxford International Centre for 

Publishing Studies offers scholarships for

students wishing to undertake full-time

taught postgraduate MSc programmes.

Some part-time courses may be eligible

for UK and EU applicants. Scholarships

are awarded for academic excellence

and each award is paid towards the 

tuition fee for a taught master’s degree.

These scholarships do not include a

maintenance grant.

OLA WOLENSKA
MA Publishing
Hachette UK Publishing Scholarship

I had been saving for the course 

but also looking for scholarship 

opportunities and was fortunate

enough to be awarded the bursary

from Hachette Group UK. Apart 

from the financial contribution 

towards my tuition fees, it also gave

me three weeks of full-time work 

experience in London.

My placement gave me a great 

insight into everyday publishing life. 

I observed the decision-making

processes at acquisition and 

marketing meetings and met authors

and the representatives of other 

organisations in the industry.

The knowledge you gain from the 

MA Publishing course at Oxford

Brookes, and from relevant work 

experience, is both invaluable and

confidence-giving. I would

thoroughly recommend the 

programme.

FUNDING POSTGRADUATE STUDY

ALUMNUS DISCOUNT SCHEME

We are delighted to offer alumni of 

Oxford Brookes University a 10% 

discount on all postgraduate programme

fees. You are eligible for the alumnus 

discount scheme if you have graduated

from Oxford Brookes University and wish

to stay on or return for an additional 

degree (eg an undergraduate student

who then studies for a taught master’s

programme, or a taught master’s 

graduate who enrols on another taught

master’s or an MPhil/PhD programme).

There are a number of loan schemes 

available to help you fund postgraduate

study, including career development

loans and professional loan schemes

available from some high street banks. 

For more information about funding 

options, please visit: 

www.direct.gov.uk/en/

educationandlearning
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